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Abstract—In recent years, multipath routing, i.e., employing
several paths simultaneously, has emerged as an efficient way
to provide significant throughput gains in local networks. This
has been observed both with technologies that are not subject
to interference, such as Ethernet, and with technologies that
are, such as WiFi, power-line communications (PLC) and LTE.
With technologies that are subject to interference, adding more
paths is not always beneficial. We investigate the number of
simultaneous paths necessary to reach maximal throughput when
using multipath routing in multi-hop mesh networks with several
self-interfering technologies. We show analytically, numerically
and experimentally that the optimal number of paths M opt is
tightly linked with the number of technologies K. For certain
classes of networks (in particular, for typical home networks), we
prove analytically that M opt = K, and our analytical findings
are verified both with simulations and with experiments on a
testbed composed of PLC and two orthogonal WiFi channels. In
general networks, our numerical and experimental results show
that the throughput loss caused by using at most K simultaneous
paths is very small: The relative loss is smaller than 0.05 in 97%
of the networks and smaller than 0.1 in 99% of the networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The demand of users for high-throughput connectivity is
increasing very rapidly, and new high-throughput standards
have been recently published: For example, LTE for cellular
networks, 802.11n and 802.11ac for WiFi, and IEEE 1901 for
power-line communications (PLC). However, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to significantly improve throughput by
modifying the technology standards. For this reason, other
directions of improvement have been pursued: (i) It is possible to use multiple technologies (e.g., WiFi, PLC, LTE), as
illustrated by the standardization of hybrid networks by the
IEEE 1905 working group [2]. In this paper, two orthogonal
WiFi channels are considered as two different technologies.
(ii) Mesh networking is also gaining momentum and an
increasing number of commercial solutions are proposed [4];
mesh networking effectively improves performance, in particular coverage, but increases the complexity when compared
to the infrastructure mode, because of multi-hop paths. (iii)
It is also possible to simultaneously use several paths, as
illustrated by the development of multipath routing solutions
such as multipath TCP (MPTCP), in particular with WiFi
and LTE [21]. When employed with technologies that are not
subject to interference, such as Ethernet, the gains provided
by multipath are very important [20]; in principle, it is always
beneficial, in terms of throughput, to add as many paths as possible (obviously, adding more paths is not necessarily possible

and gives rise to other issues, such as scalability and power
consumption). In hybrid local networks with self-interfering
technologies, i.e., shared-medium technologies where two
distinct links that use the same technology are subject to
interference (such as WiFi, PLC, and LTE), multipath routing
also provides significant throughput gains [5], [11]. However, with self-interfering technologies, the optimal number
of paths M opt (i.e., the minimal number of paths to employ
simultaneously necessary to reach maximal throughput) is not
obvious to find. Adding more paths does not always improve
throughput and can even degrade it [14], [18]. Yet, to the best
of our knowledge, no work has investigated analytically the
number of paths necessary to reach maximal throughput when
using multipath routing in multi-hop hybrid mesh networks
with self-interfering technologies. Here, we show analytically
and experimentally that, in multi-hop mesh networks with K
technologies that self-interfere but do not interfere with each
other, the optimal number of paths M opt is tightly linked
with K. For certain classes of networks (in particular, for
typical home networks), we prove analytically that M opt = K,
and our analytical findings are verified both with simulations
and with experiments on a testbed composed of PLC and
two orthogonal WiFi channels (K = 3). In general networks
with K distinct self-interfering technologies, our numerical
and experimental results show that the throughput loss caused
by employing only multipaths composed of at most K paths
is very small. Knowing the limit on the number of paths to
employ simultaneously with multipath routing has a practical
interest: It means that it is possible to limit the size of the
multipaths returned by a multipath-routing protocol without
harming the performance of the protocol.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
the related work in Section II. In Section III, we describe
our model. In Section IV, we present our analytical findings
valid for certain classes of networks; these findings are verified
with simulations and experiments in Section V, where we
also present numerical and experimental results for general
networks. We conclude in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Multipath routing has been widely studied in several contexts: mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) [23], wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [3], mesh networks [25] and traffic
engineering [13]. In MANETs and WSNs, multipath-routing
protocols have been shown to have several advantages, such
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a multigraph. Dotted lines represent WiFi, plain lines
PLC. The source sends traffic on the two paths P1 and P2 at respective rates
x1 and x2 (ΛP1 = {l1 , l3 , l4 } and ΛP2 = {l2 , l3 , l4 }).

as reduced delays and better reliability and throughput [10],
[16], [24]. These protocols use heuristics to build the paths and
they are consequently not guaranteed to be optimal. Optimal
multipath routing and scheduling have also been studied in
several works, mostly at a theoretical level [15], [17], [26].
These papers do not study the optimal number of paths; rather,
they find the optimal rate provided by doing joint routing and
scheduling. Multipath routing has recently received renewed
attention, in particular with the development of multipath TCP
(MPTCP) [7], [8]. For practical implementations of multipath,
e.g., with MPTCP, the set of paths is chosen in advance and
congestion control is then carried on these chosen paths. There
are many works that aim at finding the best multipath in hybrid
networks by using heuristics, either by explicitly trying to
maximize throughput [11] or by looking for maximally disjoint
paths [6], [9], [24], but they do not guarantee optimality.
To the best of our knowledge, no work has yet addressed
the question of finding the optimal number of paths when
using multipath routing in hybrid mesh networks with selfinterfering technologies.
III. M ODEL
We consider a multi-hop mesh network with K different
self-interfering technologies that do not interfere with each
other (e.g., PLC, WiFi, LTE). Two orthogonal WiFi channels
are considered as two different technologies. The network is
modelled by a multigraph G(V, E), with V the set of nodes
and E the set of links. E is partitioned into K sets Ek , k ∈
{1, . . . , K}, the sets of links available with each technology. A
link is present whenever its two endpoints can communicate
with each other with a non-zero rate on the corresponding
technology. Figure 1 presents an example of a multigraph with
K = 2 technologies, e.g., PLC and WiFi (here, E1 = EPLC =
{l1 , l4 } and E2 = EWiFi = {l2 , l3 }). For a link l ∈ E, cl
is the capacity of l, i.e., the maximum rate achievable on l.
For a link l ∈ Ek , Il ⊂ Ek is the interference domain of
l, defined as the set that contains l and all links that cannot
transmit simultaneously with l (because doing so would cause
a collision at one of the links). For example, in Figure 1, WiFi
links l2 and l3 interfere, i.e., Il2 = Il3 = {l2 , l3 }, but PLC
links l1 and l4 do not, i.e., Il1 = {l1 } and Il4 = {l4 }.
If a node transmits data to another node, we call the sourcedestination pair a flow. A path is a self-avoiding path of

the multigraph G that connects two nodes. The source of a
flow can use M paths P1 , . . . , PM simultaneously; the set
P = (P1 , . . . , PM ) is called a multipath. When M = 1,
the multipath is a single path. The set of links belonging
to any path Pi is denoted by ΛPi , with ΛPS
⊆ E; for a
i
M
multipath P = (P1 , . . . , PM ), we write ΛP = i=1 ΛPi , and
LP = |ΛP | for the total number of links in the multipath.
For example, in Figure 1, there are M = 2 paths, P1 with
ΛP1 = {l1 , l3 , l4 } and P2 with ΛP2 = {l2 , l3 , l4 }.
We define the busy time µl of a link l as the fraction of
time during which no node can initiate a transmission on l,
because either (i) a node in the interference domain Il is
already transmitting, or (ii) the channel is idle, but the node
cannot transmit because it needs to wait for the expiration of
an inter-frame space, or because it is in backoff stage.
Assumption 1: When a node sends traffic at rate xl on a
single link l with no other link transmitting, we assume that
if the link is not saturated (i.e., xl ≤ cl ), then it will obtain a
busy time µl that is proportional to xl , µl = xcll .
Figure 1 illustrates the busy time with interfering links.
The source of a flow sends data at rate xi on each path Pi
for i ∈ {1, . . . , M }, and we denote by xP the rate vector
[xi ]i∈{1,...,M } . If xi = 0, path Pi is not used. For each link
l ∈ ΛP , the total busy time (accounting for interference)
follows, if links are not saturated, from the equation of the
busy time, and is given by
µl,xP =

X
l0 ∈Il

µl0 =

M
X

M

xi

i=1

X
l0 ∈Il ∩ΛPi

X
1
=
xi αPi ,l ,
cl0
i=1

(1)

. P
where we define αPi ,l = l0 ∈Il ∩ΛP c10 . We say that a rate
l
i
vector xP is admissible if for all l ∈ ΛP , µl,xP ≤ 1 (the
busy-time never exceeds 100%).
Writing αP,l ∈ RM for the vector [αPi ,l ]i∈{1,...,M } , Equation (1) can be recast as µl,xP = αTP,l · xP with T denoting
transposition. αP,l is called the multipath-impact vector of P
on l; it depends only on the network topology (i.e., the link
capacities and interference domains) and on the paths, and not
on the rate vector xP . We denote by µxP ∈ RLP the vector
µxP = [µl,xP ]l∈ΛP and by AP ∈ RLP ×M the matrix
AP = [αTP,l ]l∈ΛP .

(2)

With the example of Figure 1 and P = (P1 , P2 ), we have
 T  

αP,l1
1/cl1
0
αTP,l  1/cl3 1/cl2 + 1/cl3 
2


AP = 
αTP,l  = 1/cl3 1/cl2 + 1/cl3  .
3
1/cl4
1/cl4
αTP,l4
The optimal rate vector on multipath P, denoted by xopt
P , is
the admissible rate vector that maximizes the 1-norm. Because
AP · xP = µxP , xopt
P is a solution of the following system:
max 1T · x
x

subject to AP · x  1
x  0.
where  and  denote component-wise inequalities.

(3)

For a given flow, the optimal rate or optimal throughput (the
two terms are used interchangeably in this paper) is
.
(4)
xopt = max xopt
P 1,

F

E

P∈Π

where Π denotes the set of all possible multipaths for the
flow. We define the optimal number of paths M opt as the
minimal number of paths in a multipath P opt reaching the
optimal rate xopt . In particular, all the M opt paths of P opt are
used. Because a path has no loop, there is a finite number of
paths between the source and the destination, and in theory, it
is possible to find xopt by computing xopt
where P all is the
P all
multipath containing all the possible paths for a given flow.
However, the number of paths in P all grows exponentially
with the number of nodes and technologies, which makes
this method impractical. In fact, there is no better solution for
finding xopt and P opt : It has been shown that in a network with
interference, finding an optimal multipath is NP-hard [12].
Even if we can find the optimal rate xopt , finding M opt
is still very challenging: It has been shown that computing
the minimal-rank solution of a linear problem is also NPhard [22]. This means that finding M opt by computing the
minimal-rank solution of System (3) is not practical: The
number of possible multipaths grows exponentially with the
number of paths, that grows itself exponentially with the
number of nodes and technologies. In our analysis of Section IV, we study M opt without searching for an optimal
multipath of minimum rank. Finding M opt without knowing
the corresponding optimal multipath P opt remains of practical
interest, because it makes it possible to limit the size of the
multipaths returned by a multipath-routing protocol without
harming the performance of the protocol.
IV. A NALYSIS OF THE O PTIMAL N UMBER OF PATHS
We investigate analytically M opt when using multipath
routing in hybrid networks with technologies that self-interfere
but do not interfere with each other. The key result is that in
a hybrid network with self-interfering technologies, M opt is
tightly linked with the number K of technologies; in specific
networks, we prove that M opt = K. This shows that with selfinterfering technologies, multipath routing provides throughput gains mainly in hybrid networks (i.e., when K ≥ 2) and
is not useful in small single-technology networks.
We define the following terms.
Definition 1: The network is multi-complete if for every
technology k, every link l ∈ Ek of the network interferes with
every other link l0 ∈ Ek (i.e., the interference graph for each
technology is complete).
Note that this does not mean that the graph (V, Ek ) is
complete (i.e., that every node is directly connected with
every other node): For example, in Figure 2 that represents
a typical network for a five-room home, all WiFi links (dotted
lines) interfere with each other and all PLC links (plain lines)
interfere with each other, i.e., the network is multi-complete;
but there is no direct WiFi and PLC link for example between
Node A and Node C and between Node D and Node E.
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Fig. 2. Example of a typical network for a five-room home with 6 nodes and
K = 2 technologies: WiFi (dotted lines) and PLC (plain lines). This network
is both multi-complete and multi-connected.

Definition 2: The network is multi-connected if all the K
sub-networks (V, E1 ), . . . , (V, EK ) are connected: For each
technology k, each node in V can communicate with each
other node in V, possibly with multiple hops, by using only
links of Ek .
The network represented in Figure 2 is multi-connected:
every node can reach every other node by using only WiFi
links and only PLC links, possibly with multi-hop paths.
Theorem 1: In a multi-complete network, M opt ≤ K.
The proofs of Theorem 1 and of all the results of this section
are presented in Appendix.
Because small networks (e.g., typical home networks) are
likely to be multi-complete, Theorem 1 shows in particular that
in small networks with a single technology (K = 1), multipath
routing is likely to be useless in terms of throughput.
The next analytical results are valid under the following assumption. In the numerical and experimental results presented
in Section V, this assumption is not made, and we show that
the results remain true in the vast majority of the cases.
Assumption 2: A property that depends on the link capacities
is true if and only if there is 0 > 0 such that for all 0 <  < 0
and all links l0 ∈ E, the property remains true if the capacity
of l0 is modified as cl0 (1 ± ) whereas the capacities of the
other links remain unchanged.
This means that to be true, a property must be robust
against small variations of the link capacities. For example,
Assumption 2 yields that for two links l, k ∈ E, cl = ck if and
only if l = k: If we assume cl = ck and l 6= k, then adding any
small  > 0 to one of the two link capacities invalidates the
equality, because cl +  6= ck . More generally, Assumption 2
yields that
X 1
X 1
=
if and only if S1 = S2 .
(5)
cl
cl
l∈S1

l∈S2

Lemma 1: With M ≤ K, an admissible rate vector xP
sent on a multipath P with M paths saturates at most M
technologies, i.e., at most M technologies have a link whose
busy time is exactly 1.
Theorem 2: In a multi-connected network, M opt ≥ K.

Corollary 1: In a multi-complete and multi-connected network, M opt = K.
For example, in the typical home network presented in
Figure 2 that is both multi-complete and multi-connected,
Corollary 1 shows that the optimal number of paths M opt is
equal to the number of technologies K.
V. N UMERICAL AND E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we verify with simulations and testbed
experiments the findings of our analysis for multi-complete
and multi-connected networks. We also present numerical and
experimental results for more general networks that are not
necessarily multi-complete and multi-connected.
A. Benchmarking Methods for the Optimal Number of Paths
1) Brute-force method: As explained in Section III, finding an optimal multipath in a network with interference is
NP-hard [12]. To the best of our knowledge, all practical
multipath-routing protocols use heuristics and do not guarantee the optimality of their results. We can find an optimal
multipath by using brute-force, i.e., by computing the set
P all of all possible paths and by solving (3) with P = P all .
However, the number of possible paths is exponential in the
number of nodes and technologies, which makes this method
highly computation-intensive. In fact, in the simulations of
Section V-B, we have to limit the number of paths in order to
be able to solve (3). We do so, in such a way that this is very
unlikely to change the final result, by limiting the number of
hops in the paths. We set the maximum number of hops to
three times the minimum number of hops between the source
and the destination. For example, if there exists at least one
two-hop path between the source and the destination but no
single-hop path, we limit the paths between the source and
the destination to those with six or fewer hops. If the source
and the destination are two-hop away, it is very unlikely that
paths of seven or more hops are required to reach the optimal
rate xopt .
2) Backpressure method: It is also possible to find a
multipath arbitrarily close to an optimal one with the method
described by Neely et al. [17]. This method employs a backpressure scheme: The source initially floods the network by
sending traffic in all directions; packets that arrive at the
destination are removed from the network, whereas other
packets stay in the queues of the nodes. Gradually, traffic is
sent only to nodes that have small queues, which indicates
that they are in the “right” direction. This scheme is shown to
converge arbitrarily close to the maximal achievable rate xopt
(given by Equation (4)), namely to (1 − 1/V ) · xopt for some
constant V . In the simulations and experiments, we choose
V = 1000, such that the difference between the optimal rate
and the rate that is found by this method is at most 0.001·xopt .
By considering only the links that are used once the scheme
has converged (i.e., the links on which traffic is sent at rate
above the threshold 0.001 · xopt ), we compute a multipath that
yields a rate arbitrarily close to optimum, and we assume that
it uses the same number of paths as an optimal multipath.

These two methods give us one multipath reaching the optimal rate (or arbitrarily close to it), but they are not guaranteed
to return the optimal multipath with a minimal number of
paths, consequently we can only compute an upper bound of
M opt . As explained at the end of Section III, computing the
minimal-rank solution of a linear problem is NP-hard; here,
with up to several millions of possible paths, the number of
possible multipaths is far too large to enable us to find the
exact value of M opt . However, we believe that in practice,
there is a single optimal multipath in most of the cases, and
that the upper bound is therefore tight in most of the cases.
We have only a benchmarking goal when we experimentally
evaluate M opt , and the efficiency of the benchmarking schemes
is not the subject of this paper. In fact, both these benchmarking schemes are impractical. The brute-force scheme
requires solving a system whose size is exponential in the
number of nodes and technologies; most of our simulations
take several hours to find the result. The back-pressure scheme
would also be difficult to use in a real-world application
for several reasons: (i) It requires knowing the interference
domain of each link in advance, which is typically challenging
or impractical [19]. (ii) It requires a centralized coordinator
that decides at each time slot which links are to be used. (iii)
It initially floods the entire network.
B. Simulation Results
We present results obtained with a Matlab simulator.1 Each
node has K = 3 technologies, with random ranges between
20 m and 40 m, and random maximum rates between 20 Mb/s
and 180 Mb/s. Each link capacity is distributed according to
a linear function that decreases with the distance, to which is
added a zero-mean normally-distributed noise, with parameters
chosen such that the capacities are close to the ones observed
on our WiFi-PLC testbed (see our previous work [11] for a
more detailed description). One technology uses the parameters found for PLC, the other two use the parameters found
for WiFi (i.e., we simulate networks that have PLC and two
orthogonal WiFi channels). The technologies do not interfere
with each other, but are self-interfering. Two links l and l0 of
a same technology interfere if one node of l and one node
of l0 are within range of each other. We compute an upper
bound on M opt with the two different benchmarking methods
described in Section V-A, and we keep the minimum of the
two results (in the following, we slightly abuse notation and
write M opt for this upper bound).
We first simulate a multi-connected and multi-complete
network in order to compare our analysis with the simulation
results. The network, denoted by Network 1, is a 40×40 m
square with 10 nodes randomly placed. We simulate 1000
different random instances of Network 1: For each instance,
the placement of the nodes is made uniformly at random,
the choice of the link capacities is made randomly according
to the distribution described in the previous paragraph, and
1 We built on a simulator written for previous work [11]. The code of the
simulator and the code for the experiments presented in Section V-C are
available at https://c4science.ch/diffusion/6360.
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the choice of the source and destination is made uniformly
at random. If the network instance is not a multi-connected
and multi-complete network, we remove the experiment (this
occurs in 3% of the 1000 experiments). In 99.4% of the cases,
the optimal number of paths is 3, which shows that in a
multi-complete and multi-connected network, M opt = K, as
proven by Corollary 1. In a very few instances (0.2%), we
find M opt = 4 > K; theses cases appear when the optimal
multipath with minimal number of paths is not found. In a
very few instances (0.4%), we find M opt = 2 < K; these cases
appear when the rate for a third path is below the threshold
described in Section V-A, equal to 0.001 · xopt .
We then study through simulations whether the analytical
results presented in Section IV can be extended to more
general results. We simulate three larger networks that are not
necessarily multi-connected and multi-complete: Network 2, a
100×100 m square with 15 nodes; Network 3, a 200×150 m
rectangle with 20 nodes; and Network 4, a 200×150 m
rectangle with 30 nodes. In these larger networks, we simulate
the fact that a PLC link exists only when two nodes are
connected to the same central coordinator [1] (in particular,
when two nodes are on the same electrical panel) by dividing
the square in two equal parts, and by considering that, for one
of the three technologies (the technology that simulates PLC),
a link exists between two nodes only if the two nodes are in
the same part. In particular, this means that the networks are
never multi-connected. We simulate 1000 random instances
of Network 2 and Network 4, and 1500 random instances of
Network 3; there are more instances for Network 3 because the
instances where there is no connectivity between the source

and destination nodes are more frequent. In total, there are
5% of instances with no connectivity between the source and
destination nodes for Network 2, 39% for Network 3 and 17%
for Network 4, and these instances are not included in the
results. Figure 3 shows the cumulative distributive function of
M opt for respectively Network 2 (left), Network 3 (center) and
Network 4 (right). Even if no theoretical result has been proven
for this network, we see that the optimal number of hops M opt
remains tightly linked with the number of technologies K: In
a large majority of the instances (respectively 85%, 92% and
79%), we have M opt ≤ K.
We finally study, for the instances where M opt > K, the rate
loss caused by using at most K paths. We do so by comparing
the optimal rate xopt obtained on an optimal multipath P opt ,
with the rate xK obtained by computing the optimal rate on the
K best paths in P opt . Note that xK is only a lower bound on
the optimal rate xopt
K achieved with multipaths of K paths, as
there is no guarantee that the optimal multipath with K paths
contains only paths that belong to the optimal multipath P opt .
As explained at the end of Section III, computing the actual
optimal rate with multipaths of M = K paths is NP-hard, and
it cannot be computed in practice with up to several millions
of possible paths, hence more than 1018 possible multipaths
of M = 3 paths when K = 3. Using the K best paths of P opt
. opt K
is simple and enables us to find an upper bound eK = x x−x
opt
opt
opt
opt . x −xK
on the minimum relative error eK = xopt .
Figure 4 shows eK for Network 2 (left), Network 3 (center)
and Network 4 (right), in the (respectively) 17%, 9% and 21%
of the instances where M opt > K = 3. We see that the error
made by using only K paths is very small: In (respectively)
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95%, 95% and 90% of the instances where M opt > K, the
relative error made by using only K paths is smaller than 0.1.
Over all instances for each network, the relative error made by
using only K paths is smaller than 0.1 in (respectively) 99.2%,
99.6% and 97.8% of the instances; and the relative error made
by using only K paths is smaller than 0.05 in (respectively)
96.5%, 98.5% and 93.6% of the instances. Over all instances
of Networks 1 to 4, the relative error made by using only
K paths is smaller than 0.05 in 97.3% of the instances and
smaller than 0.1 in 99.2% of the instances.
C. Experimental Results
We now present results obtained on a testbed of 21 nodes
spread over an entire floor of an office building of 65×40 m
(see Figure 5, left). All the nodes have two WiFi interfaces (Atheros AR9280), and a HomePlug AV PLC interface
(QCA 7420) connected to the electrical network of the building. The nodes are APU1D boards running an OpenWrt Linux
distribution with the open-source ath9k wireless drivers. The
first WiFi channel is connected to a channel in the 2.4 GHz
band, the second to a channel in the 5 GHz, consequently, they
do not interfere. The PLC interface uses a Realtek Ethernet
driver. We run our experiments at night to avoid external
interference from the WiFi network of our university that
operates in the 2.4 GHz band. To compute the interference
domain Il of each link l ∈ E, we run saturated traffic
simultaneously on l and l0 for each link l0 6= l, and we say
that l0 ∈ Il if we observe a throughput degradation compared
with the throughput when traffic is sent only on l.
We first carry experiments with Nodes 5 to 12 only. This
network is multi-complete (for each technology, all links
interfere with each other). Again, this does not mean that the
network itself is complete (e.g., Node 5 cannot communicate
directly with Node 11 with any technology). We start with a
scenario where the PLC network is not multi-connected. This
is achieved by setting logically two PLC networks with two
different network management keys [1], one for Nodes 5 to 8,
one for Nodes 9 to 12. Links in the two different PLC
networks still interfere with each other. We choose randomly
28 different flows (i.e., source-destination pairs) and run the
optimal back-pressure algorithm described in Section V-A. The
measurements of the link capacities and interference domains
take several hours, and the algorithm converges in about 20
minutes on average. Because the networks of each technology

are multi-complete, we expect that M opt ≤ 3 (Theorem 1);
and because the two WiFi networks are multi-connected, we
expect that M opt ≥ 2 (Theorem 2). Figure 5 (center left) shows
that this is indeed the case.
Next, we connect Nodes 5 to 12 to the same logical PLC
network, i.e., the network with K = 3 technologies is multiconnected. We choose randomly 32 different flows and run
the optimal back-pressure algorithm. The proportion for each
value of M opt is shown in Figure 5 (center right). In more
than 90% of the cases, M opt = 3, as expected. In one case,
we find M opt = 4; this is because link capacities vary slightly,
and the algorithm alternates between different paths that yield
very close rates. In one case, M opt = 2 because the capacities
of two links of two different technologies are too close for a
third path to exist.
Finally, we perform an experiment with the whole testbed
(Nodes 1 to 21) that is neither multi-complete nor multiconnected: Nodes 1 to 12 and Nodes 13 to 21 are on two
different electrical panels, i.e., on two different PLC networks,
and the two PLC networks do not interfere with each other;
also, WiFi links from one side (e.g., between Node 1 and
Node 2) do not interfere with WiFi links from the other side
(e.g., between Node 18 and Node 19). We choose randomly 42
flows. The cumulative distribution function of M opt is shown
in Figure 5 (right). Similarly to the simulations of Section V-B,
we see that in most of the cases (about 90%), M opt ≤ K. In
the remaining cases where M opt > K, the relative error eK
made by using only K paths, as defined in Section V-B, is
always below 0.1 (the maximum relative error is 0.08), and it
is below 0.05 in 95.2% of the cases (all cases but two).
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented analytical results that, for certain classes
of mesh networks that include typical home networks, give
bounds on the optimal number of paths when using multipath
routing in hybrid networks with self-interfering technologies.
They show that the optimal number of paths M opt is tightly
linked with the number K of non-interfering technologies.
We have verified these analytical results with simulations
and experiments on a three-technology testbed. We have also
presented numerical and experimental results for more general
networks. These results show that for general networks, the
optimal number of paths M opt remains close to the number of
technologies K, and that the rate loss incurred by using at most

K paths is very small. This finding has a practical consequence
of importance: It means that in home or enterprise networks
with K distinct self-interfering technologies (e.g., PLC, WiFi
with 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, LTE), limiting a multipath-routing
protocol to multipaths of at most K paths does not harm
significantly the performance of the protocol.
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A PPENDIX
Before proving the theorems of Section IV, we define the
following term.
Definition 3: Given a multipath P = (P1 , . . . , PM ), two
multipath-impact vectors αP,l1 ∈ RM and αP,l2 ∈ RM are
link-independent if there is no link of the multipath P that
interferes with both l1 and l2 , i.e., if Il1 ∩ Il2 ∩ ΛP = ∅.
Proof of Theorem 1: Given a multipath P with M paths,
if two links l and l0 have same technology, then in a multicomplete network, αP,l = αP,l0 (all links of the technology
interfere with each other). Consequently, the LP × M matrix
eP
AP given by (2) can be reduced to a K × M matrix A
e P has one row per
without changing the solution of (3) (A
technology). If M > K, we next show that for each rate vector
xP ∈ RM , it is possible to build a rate vector x0P ∈ RM that
uses M − 1 paths (i.e., there is an index i such that x0i = 0)
and such that 1T · xP ≤ 1T · x0P , which proves the claim.
If there is an index i such that xi = 0, then the result is
trivially proven with x0P = xP . Let us now assume that xi > 0
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ M , and let c1 , . . . , cM ∈ RK be the columns
e P . Then, (1) can be written as
of A
M
X

xi ci = µxP .

(6)

i=1

Because M > K and ci ∈ RK for 1 ≤ i ≤ M , there is
(γ1 , . . . , γM ) 6= (0, . . . , 0) such that
M
X

γi ci = 0.

(7)

i=1

Because the ci only take positive values, some γi are positive
and other are negative. Because for all 1 ≤ i ≤ M , xi > 0,
.
.
+ = mini s.t. γi >0 xγii > 0 and − = maxi s.t. γi <0 xγii < 0;
let i+ and i− be the indices where the extremum is reached.
For all  ∈ [− , + ] and all 1 ≤ i ≤ M , −xi ≤ γi ≤ xi ; also,
xi+ − + γi+ = 0 and xi− − − γi− = 0. Clearly, due to (6)
and (7), if xP = (x1 , . . . , xM ) is an admissible rate vector, then so is x0P () = (x1 + γ1 , . . . , xM + γM ). Let
σγ = γ1 + · · · + γM . If σγ ≥ 0, then 1T · xP ≤ 1T ·
x0P (+ ), whereas if σγ ≤ 0, then 1T · xP ≤ 1T · x0P (− ).
Because x0i+ (+ ) = x0i− (− ) = 0, this proves the result with
x0P = x0P (+ ) if σγ ≥ 0 and x0P = x0P (− ) if σγ ≤ 0.
Proof of Lemma 1: To give an intuition, we begin by
the proof for the particular case M = 1 (i.e., when the
multipath P is a single-path, denoted by P ). If traffic is sent
on P at an admissible
rate x that saturates a technology on
P
0
a link l1 , then
l0 ∈Il ∩ΛP x/cl = 1. If l2 is a link using
1

another
technology,P
then Il1 ∩ ΛP 6= Il2 ∩ ΛP , i.e., from (5),
P
x
x
=
6
0
l ∈Il2 ∩ΛP cl0P
l0 ∈Il1 ∩ΛP cl0 = 1. Because the rate x
x
is admissible, l0 ∈Il ∩ΛP c 0 < 1. This means that l2 is not
l
2
saturated.
Lemma 1 is trivial if M = K, hence we assume M < K.
We move to M ≥ 2. We first show the following two results.
Lemma 2: If S is a d-dimension affine subspace with
1 ≤ d < M , spanned by d + 1 link-independent multipathimpact vectors αP,l1 , . . . , αP,ld+1 , then a multipath-impact
vector αP,l0 , link-independent with all the others, cannot
belong to S, unless all vectors in S have the same M − d
entries that are zero, i.e., there are (at least) M − d paths
P1 , . . . , PM −d such that for all i and j with 0 ≤ i ≤ d + 1
and 1 ≤ j ≤ M − d, αPj ,li = 0.
e i ∈ RM the vector
Proof: For 0 ≤ i ≤ d, we denote by α
e i = αP,li − αP,ld+1 . The M elements of α
e i are denoted
α
by α
eij for 1 ≤ j ≤ M . Because S is of dimension d, we
e i ’s for 1 ≤ i ≤ d are linearly independent.
know that the α
e 0 is a linear
The vector αP,l0 belongs to S if and only if α
e i ’s for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, i.e., if and only if
combination of the α
there is (γ1 , . . . , γd ) such that
e0 =
α

d
X

e i.
γi α

(8)

i=1

e ∈ Rd×M the matrix defined
With γ = (γi )i∈{1,...,d} and A

T
e = α
e1 . . . α
e d , this equation is equivalent to
by A
T
e
e 0 . Let k ∈ {0, . . . , M } be the number of paths
A ·γ =α
such that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ d + 1 and all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, αPj ,li = 0
or, equivalently, α
eij = 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that these k paths are the first k paths of P. With
e M −k ∈ Rd×M −k and α
e 0,M −k ∈ RM −k the
respectively A
e
e 0 to their last M − k
restrictions of respectively A and α
columns (i.e., the multipath-impact vectors αP,li are restricted
to the last M − k paths of P), then (8) is equivalent to
eT
e 0,M −k .
A
M −k · γ = α

(9)

Let us assume that k < M − d, i.e., M − k > d. Then, the
eT
e i for 1 ≤ i ≤ d are linearly
rank of A
M −k is d (because α
independent), and (γ1 , . . . , γd ) is uniquely defined by d rows
e T . Without loss of generality, we assume that these
of A
M −k
e T . For (8) to be true, the
d rows are the first d rows of A
M −k
eT ,
equality (9) also needs to be verified for the last row of A
M −k
i.e.,
d
X
α
e0M =
γi α
eiM .
(10)
i=1

But we know that there is i ∈ {0, . . . , d} such that α
eiM 6= 0,
i.e., Ili ∩ ΛPM 6= ∅. Modifying the capacity of one link of
Ili ∩ ΛPM by any small  > 0 changes the value of α
eiM
without changing the capacity of any other α
eij (because of
the link-independence). In particular, it does not change the
γi ’s. This means that under Assumption 2, (10) cannot be
true. Consequently, for k < M − d, there is no (γ1 , . . . , γd )
such that (8) is verified, i.e., αP,0 does not belong to S, which
shows the claim.

Lemma 3: Let P be a multipath with M paths, and xP
an admissible rate vector. If k < K links l1 , . . . , lk that
use k different technologies are such that the corresponding
multipath-impact vectors αP,li for 1 ≤ i ≤ k are linearly
independent and verify αP,li · xP = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k (i.e.,
the k links are saturated), then the multipath-impact vector
αP,lk+1 of link lk+1 using a technology different of the k
others is either linearly independent with αP,l1 , . . . , αP,lk , or
it verifies αP,lk+1 · xP 6= 1.
Proof: Let us assume that neither of the two is verified, i.e., αP,lk+1 · xP = 1 and there are (γ1 , . . . , γk )
Pk
such that αP,lk+1 =
i=1 γi αP,li . BecausePfor all i ∈
k
{1, . . . , k + 1}, αP,li · xP = 1, we have that i=1 γi = 1,
i.e., αP,lk+1 belongs to the affine subspace of dimension
d = k − 1 spanned by the multipath-impact vectors αP,li for
1 ≤ i ≤ k. But because they use different technologies, all the
multipath-impact vectors αP,l1 , . . . , αP,lk+1 are necessarily
link-independent which, using Lemma 2, means that all the
vectors αP,l1 , . . . , αP,lk must have M − k + 1 common zerocomponents, i.e., dim ker (αP,l1 , . . . , αP,lk ) ≥ M − k + 1.
Because the dimension of the space is M , the inequality is in
contradiction with the fact that the vectors αP,l1 , . . . , αP,lk
are linearly independent, i.e., rank (αP,l1 , . . . , αP,lk ) = k,
which shows the result.
In particular, Lemma 3 shows that if we have k = M links
l1 , . . . , lM of different technologies (the αP,li are thus linkindependent) that all are saturated, i.e., if αP,li · xP = 1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ M , then they are necessarily linearly independent, which means that they form a basis of RM . Consequently, for any other link lM +1 using another technology
(αP,lM +1 is link-independent with the other multipath-impact
vectors αP,li ), αP,lM +1 cannot be linearly independent with
αP,l1 , . . . , αP,lM , thus it must verify αP,lM +1 · xP 6= 1. This
proves Lemma 1.
Proof of Theorem 2: Let P be a multipath with M < K
paths, i.e., M = K − k for some k ∈ {1, . . . , K − 1}. From
Lemma 1, any rate vector xP saturates at most K − k
technologies. We therefore construct a K-path multipath that
is strictly better by adding k paths using each only one of
the (at least) k technologies that are not saturated (these
paths exist because the network is multi-connected). Therefore,
M opt ≥ K.

